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NOTE 
On Dilworth's Decomposition Theorem 
for Partially Ordered Sets 
Communicated by Paul Erdb's 
Let S be a part ial ly ordered set. A set T C S is said to be a chain if 
x~ Tandy~ T=~ x ~<y V y < x, anant icha in i fx  <y  => x~ T V y r T. 
Di lworth [1] proved the following: 
THEOREM. I f  S contains no antichain of cardinal m q- 1, then S is the 
union of m chains. 
Here rn is any finite cardinal, while I S I may be finite or infinite. In this 
note we give a simple proof  of the case I S I < oo. This proof  is similar to 
that of  Perles [3]. 
The argument is by induction with respect to L S I. I f  d S]  = 0, the 
theorem is clearly true. Let J S l ~ 0 and let C be a maximal chain in S. 
CASE 1 : No  antichain in S - -  C has rn elements. Then, by the induction 
hypothesis, S - -  C is the union of  m - -  1 chains, and hence S is the union 
of  rn chains. 
CASE 2: S - -  C contains an antichain A ---- {al . . . . .  a,~}. Put 
S -  = {x ~ S : x ~< a~ for some i}, S + = {x ~ S : x ~ ai for some i}. Let c + 
be the maximal element of C. I f  c + ~ S-,  then c + < ai for some i, in 
contradict ion to the maximal i ty of  C. Hence c + r S -  and, by the induction 
hypothesis, S -  = $1- u ... u Sin-, where a~ ~ S i -  and S~- is a chain. 
I f  x ~ S~-, then x ~< aj for some j .  Hence, if a~ < x, we would have 
a~ < a~, a contradiction. This means that ai is the maximal element of  
Si - .  By symmetry, S+ = S~ + u ... w Sm§ where S~ is a chain, with mini- 
mal element a~. Then 
s = s§  u s -  = (s l  + w s l - )  u ... u (s in+ • s in - ) ,  
a union of m chains. 
For  the reader who wants to know more about Di lworth's  theorem, its 
history and applications, we recommend Section 5.2 of  [2]. 
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